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INTRODUCTION 
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In this paper we are concerned in merges XII Y of regular processes X, Y defined by systems of linear 
equations of the form 
X=X1 
X; =a; 1X 1 + · · · +a;MXM 
(and similarly for Y). Assuming that H is the set of communicating actions, and I denotes the set of 
all actions except those proper for X, we consider the following condition 
T"T1°on(XllY) = T"T1(X) (0.1) 
which we call liveness of X within on(XllY). The intuitive meaning of (0.1) is that the right-hand side 
describes the proper behaviour of process X when considered separately from any "outside world", 
while the left-hand side is the proper behaviour of X within the merge, in the environment determined 
by process Y, both modulo "silent" T-steps. In general, the environment may restrict the possible 
behaviour of X. Thus, (0.1) states that it is not the case, i.e. that the proper behaviour of X remains 
unchanged even if X has to coorperate with Y. 
A quite natural, stronger version of (0.1) may be obtained by replacing everywhere X by X; and Y 
by Yj and adding a universal quantifier ranging over all on(X;ll Yj) which are accessible from 
on(XllY) = on(XillY1) by means of sequences of atomic actions. This condition will be called 
uniform liveness of X in on(XllY). 
Below we give a necessary and sufficient condition on the merge on(Xll Y) for the uniform liveness 
of X (Theorem 2.6.), and prove that uniform liveness implies deadlock-freedom of on(Xll Y) under a 
simple assumption on X (Prop. 1.12.). As an example, we consider a well-known protocol for the din-
ing philosophers problem, expressed in process algebra, and prove the liveness condition for this pro-
tocol. 
In what follows, we make a strong use of Cluster Fair Abstraction Rule (CFAR), introduced 
recently by F. Vaandrager, which is a generalization of the following Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule 
(KFAR): 
KFARX=iX+ Y, iel 
'1)(X) = T"TJ(Y) 
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It occurs however, that the liveness property is not sufficient to imply correctness of protocols like 
those for dining philosophers. Namely, the equation (0.1), and also its uniform version, does not 
exclude behaviours of aH(XllY) in which no proper actions of X do occur. We obtain (0.1) since 
CF AR abstracts from these behaviours, making no difference between the following two situations: 
1. X does not perform any proper action (a philosopher does not eat), since it does not perform any 
action at all; 
2. X performs only communicating actions, and this communication work is not efficient, since it 
does not lead to any proper action (a philosopher takes a fork, puts it back, takes another fork, 
and so on). 
Thus, except the liveness condition, we have to consider also a kind of fairness condition. The one we 
propose is the following 
aa(x) 0 'T/' 0 0H(Xili1j) = tij ·8 (0.2) 
for some closed term tij, where a(X) is the alphabet of X, and J' = a(Y). We prove that the protocol 
for dining philosophers with semaphore does satisfy (0.2), for all accessible aH(X;ll 1j), while another 
live protocol does not. 
However it may be also said that the liveness condition guarantees a kind of probablistic fairness, 
no matter if (0.2) holds or not (Prop. 4.12.). 
The paper is arranged as follows. In section 1, we introduce some definitions, and consider some 
basic properties of liveness. Section 2 is devoted to prove the necessary and sufficient condition for 
uniform liveness. The protocol for dining philosophers with semaphore is considered in section 3, and 
the fairness issues are discussed in section 4. 
§ 1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. This paper is not intended to be self-contained, and assumes that the reader is familiar with the 
ACP .. system, as described in [BKl], [BK3] and [BK4]. Below we give only definitions of the specific 
notions used in paper, and explain some non-standard use of terminology. 
We are concerned here with regular processes only, i.e. processes that can be defined by finite systems 
of guarded linear equations, as defined in [BK3]. Throughout the paper, we restrict ourselves to con-
sider systems of equations of the form 
(1.1.1) 
1.2. To be precise, we should note the difference between a process and its specification. The capitals 
X 1, ••• , XM above denote variables in a specification, and we should use another notation, say 
XJ. ..• ,xM for a solution of the system (1.1.1). However, by the Recursive Specification Principle 
(see 1.13.2), such a solution is always unique, and in fact it belongs to the algebra of regular processes 
(see [BK3]). On the other hand, it will be always clear from the context what is the specification 
assigned to a process under consideration. Thus we do not state this distinction explicitly, and we will 
use the same notation for processes and the corresponding variables. 
1.3. It is always assumed that in (l.1.1.) all au Ea U { S}, for i,j, ~M, but we require at least one com-
ponent on the right-hand side to be nontrivial, i.e. we assume Vi3j(a;/'FS). We usually skip the con-
dition a;t:f=.S, when referring to a;1. Thus, e.g. "aijfl.H" means "aijf/.HU{S}". 
For simplicity we assume that all the variables X; are different. The reader may easily observe that 
any system of equations (1.1.1) may be transformed, by introducing new variables, so that it satisfies 
this condition, and the process X 1 it defines, does not change (see also 1.11). The process X 1 is the 
one we are usually interested in, and we denote it also by X. 
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1.4. The processes X; occurring in the system of equations (1.1.1.) are called states of the process X. 
We say that a state }{_j is accessible from another state Xj in one step ( one B-~tep, for a certain B <;;;;;A) 
iff aij=/=8 (aijEB). We denote this fact by }{_j~X; (}{_j~ X;). Accessible will mean the transitive and 
reflexive closure of accessible in one step, and we will say that X; is accessible iff it is accessible from 
X 1• We use the notation <<E- (<~)for accessibility. Clearly<~> (<<B>>) is an equivalence rela-
tion, and ~ ( <<)!_) becomes a (finite, thus well-founded) partial order on the equivalence classes 
B 
of <~> ( <~> ). 
The alphabet of X, denoted a(X) is defined by 
a(X) = {amn: Xm<<E-- X1 /\amn=/=81\amn=l=T} 
Note that this definition is equivalent to that given in [BBKI]. 
1.5. A process X is said to be cyclic iff every equation (1.1.1.) contains only one non-trivial summand 
at the right-hand side. We will use the informal notatiOn 
for cyclic processes. 
1.6. Suppose that X and Y are two processes given by systems of linear equations as above. It is a 
routine to verify that XII Y, a n(Xll Y), T1°o n(Xll Y), etc. can be also presented by systems of linear 
equations, possibly not satisfying the condition that the right-hand sides are always different from 8 (In the latter case there may be also coefficients equal to T). Usually we will need this observation for 
on(Xll Y), and in this case we will have to ensure that <ln(Xll Y) is deadlockfree, i.e. for accessible 
<ln(X;ll Yj) we have <ln(X;ll Yj)=/=8. (We extend our terminology concerning states, accessibility, etc. for 
merges (encapsulated and abstracted merges). Clearly, states of e.g. <ln(Xll Y) have the form <ln(X;ll Yj) 
for X;, Yj being respectively states of X and Y). 
1.7. In case a merge XII Y is considered we say that an action a EA is proper for X iff a Ea(X) and it 
is not a communicating action, i.e. (alb) = 8, for all bEa(Y). An action aEA is allowed for a state X; 
of X iff there is a j such that a= aij. For the encapsulated merge <ln(X;llYj) we say that aEa(X) is 
allowed iff it is allowed for X; and either it is proper for X or there is a b Ea(Y), allowed for Yj such 
that (alb)=/=8. That is, allowed actions are those which can be actually performed. 
1.8. From now on, H will always mean the set of communicating actions, i.e. 
H ={a Ea(X): 3b Ea(Y): (alb)=/=8} U {b Ea(Y): 3aEa(X): (alb)=/=8} 
The symbol HIH denotes the set of results of communications: 
HIH = {(alb):a, bEH} 
We also assume that I= a(Y)UH U(HIH) and that IIl;;a.2. 
1.9. We say that X is live in the encapsulated merge <ln(Xll Y) iff 
T·T1°on(Xll Y) = T·T1(X) 
Xis uniformly live in on(XllY) iff, for all accessible states <ln(X;llYj) of on(XllY) it holds that 
T·T1°on(X;llYj) = T·T1(X;) 
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1.10. REMARK In fact it is the case that 'l°J 0aH(X;ll~) is either T1(Xj), or T·T1(Xj) (see 2.7. and 2.12.), 
but the above condition is much more convenient. 
1.11. We need one more assumption about our systems of equations. Namely, we assume that each 
equivalence class of <<
1
)> may be considered to be a cluster in the sense of [V], that is 
if Xm<•l>>Xn then amnEIU{~} 
Observe that is not an essential restriction. Indeed, let E denote the system of equations for X, and 
suppose that there is an amnfl:l with Xm<·•/»xn. For each such amn we introduce a new variable X: 
and replace Xn by X: in the equation defining Xm. Then we add a new equation X: = RHSn, where 
RHSn is the right-hand side of the equation defining Xn in E. This way we obtain a new specification 
E', where the "wrong" amn's do not cause any trouble, since X: is now not a member of the class of 
Xm. Also, the equivalence class of X: is one-element, since X: may be accessed only from Xm by an 
action not in I. Thus, no new "wrong" coefficient appear in E'. Clearly, E' is equivalent to E 
extended with the equations x,;,n = Xn. This means that our restriction on systems of equations does 
not restrict the class of processes they define. 
Observe also that if the system of equations for X does satisfy the above condition then so does the 
system defining XII Y. Indeed, if (Xm II Yn)</)>(Xk II Y1) and a is an atom that leads from (Xm II Yn) to 
(Xk llY1) then either it is a member of a(Y) U (HjH) !:;I or it has the form amn El. 
1.12. Let C be a subset of an equivalence class of <4. Consider the relation ~restricted to 
members of C, and the equivalence relation determined by its reflexive transitive closure. If this rela-
tion is total on C (there is only one equivalence class) then we say that C is a cluster in the system of 
equations for X. 
1.13. Let us consider now a list of additional axioms we use together with ACP.,.. All of these axioms 
were proved to hold for the algebra of regular processes, except 1.13.1 which is an assumption about 
the language rather than an axiom. 
1.13.1. Handshaking Axiom 
alblc = ~ for all a, b, cEA 
1.13.2. Recursive Specification Principle (see [BK2]) 
-
-if Z = (Z1, ... ,Zm) and V = (V,, ... , Vm) are solutions of the same system of guarded equations, 
then Z = V (For our purposes, we may define a guarded equation to be of the form (1.1.1) with all 
aiJ=/=T, or to be obtained from (1.1.1) by replacing its right-hand side, RHS, with the expression T" 
RHS. For the general definition see [BK.2]). 
1.13.3. Conditional Axioms (see [BBKl]) 
(CAI) a(X)j(a(Y)nH)cH 
aH(Xll Y) = aH(XIJaH(Y)) 
(CA5) H'UH"=H 
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1.13.4. Some assumptions about the processes 13 and Tl3 
We accept the following four axioms for all processes x,y and any atom a=F:l3: 
a) TX = Tl3-;.x = 13 v x = Tl3; 
b) X +y = Tl3-;.x = Tl3VX=13; 
c) x +y = 13-;.x = 13; 
d) ax=F:l3, ax=l=Tl3 and Tl3=1=13. 
The reader may easily check that all them hold for regular processes using the fact (see [BKO]) that 
there are only five regular processes in which no atom except 13 does occur. These processes are 
T( T + Tl3), T + Tl3, Tl3, T and 13, and all of them are different. 
1.13.5. Cluster fair abstraction rule. 
Let X be given by a system of equations of the form (1.1.1) and let C be a cluster containing X;. Then/or 
all J0 EC it holds that 
T"T1(Xj) = T"( ~ T1(amn)·T1(Xn)) 
m~c 
nee 
If the sum above is empty we consider it to be equal to 13. 
(The above is a simplified and slightly adopted version of the original formulation. It is left to the 
reader to check that 1.13.5 does indeed follow from CF AR. Pay attention to the case when the 
equivalence class contains only one element.) 
As an application of CF AR we show the following proposition, which also demonstrates the inductive 
technique used later for lemma 2.9. 
1.14. PROPOSITION If X is uniformly live in Cln(Xll Y) and for each accessible X; there is an J0, accessi-
ble from X; which allows a step not in I, then a n(Xll Y) is deadlock free. 
PROOF: By the uniform liveness it suffices to prove that for all accessible Xi> T ·T1(X;) =l=Tl3. Indeed, 
this implies T·T1°on(X;llYj)=I= Tl3, whence Cln(X;llYj)=l=l3. 
We prove the claim T·T1(X;)=l=Tl3 by an induction on equivalence classes of</>> with respect to the 
partial ordering<~. Suppose that for some accessible X;,. 
T"TJ(X;) = Tl3 
Denote by C the equivalence class of << / » determined by X;. By CF AR, we have 
Tl3 = T·T1(X;) = T"( ~ T1(amn)0 T1(Xn)) 
mEC 
nr;,C 
Using the axioms in 1.13.4, we conclude that all the summands T1(amn)0 T1(Xn) are either 13 or Tl3. If all 
are equal to 13 then C consists of all states accessible from X;, and because of I.I I no step outside of 
I is allowed for any of them. Thus, there is n f£. C with T1(amn)0 T1(Xn) = Tl3, in which case amn El, by 
1.13.4 and we obtain T·T1(Xn) = Tl3. But Xnfl.C and is /-accessible from X; and this allows us to 
apply the inductive hypothesis T ·T1(Xn)=l=Tl3 which contradicts the above. 
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§2 LIVENESS OF A REGULAR PROCESS IN A MERGE 
2.1. Throughout this Section we assume that X = X 1 and Y = Y 1 are regular processes defined by 
systems of equations 
Ex: X; = T;(X) for i~M, 
Ey: Yj = S/Y) for j~N, 
where X (Y) denotes the vector of variables X1' ... ,XM (Y1> ... , YN), and 
T;(X) = anX1 + ... +a;MXM 
S/Y) = bjl Y1 + ... +bjN YN 
We assume all the conventions and assumptions about systems of equations as stated in Section 1. In 
addition, we will assume that all the sets: a(X)-H, a(Y)-H, a(X)nH,a(Y)nH and HjH are dis-
joint, where His the set of communicating actions as in 1.8. Recall also that I= a(Y)UHU(HjH). 
2.2. Consider the encapsulated-merge Cln(Xll Y). We will say that X is locally live in Cln(Xll Y) iff the 
following condition holds: 
2.2.1. Suppose that Cln(X;llYj) is an accessible state of Cln(XllY). Then for any a;kEH there exist 






a n(Xm II Yn )<-E--o n(X; II Yj ); 
I Xk'~Xm; 
if Xk ~[X;] then Cln(Xm II Yn)~[Cln(X;ll Yj)] 
'T "'T1(Xk') = 'T "'T1(Xk) 
2.3. The condition 2.2. l seems to require a little explanation. It would be simpler to consider e.g. the 
following condition: if X; and Yj are as above then, after a (possibly empty) sequence of I-steps, a state 
a n(X; II Y1) may be reached from a n(Xi II Yj) so that the action a;k is allowed in a n(X;ll Y1 ). That is, if X; 
is ready to execute a;1o then it has a chance to do so, no matter what is the context it occurs in within 
the merge. The condition 2.2. l is a weakened version of the above. First we do not require that a;k 
has to be executed at all, but only a process Xk' satisfying (4) above has to be reached in I-steps. 
Second, these I-steps do not have to be performed in Cln(Xll Y), it is enough if only an initial sequence 
of them is legal in Cln(Xll Y), up to the first step leading outside of [Cln(X;ll Yj)]. Then it suffices to 
have the rest of the sequence only potentially allowed, i.e. allowed in X. 
2.4. As an example consider the following situation: 
X1 =aX2 +bX3 
X2 =DX4 
X 3 = cX5 + bX4 
X4 =FX4 
X 5 = DX4 +cXs 
Y 1 = bY2 
Y2 = EY3 
Y 3 =cY4 
Y 4 =aY1 
where (aja) =A, (bjb) = B, (cjC) = C and there is no other communication. The processes X and Y 




x x Yi 2 3 
D c 
x4 x 5 
F D c 
Then the condition 2.2.1 is satisfied for oH(X1'lY1), since 0H(X3JIY2)?0H(X1llY1) and X5<~X3 
and T·T1(X5) = T·T1(DX4) = T·D ·'T(X4) = T"T1(X2), by KFAR. However it is not satisfied by 
oH(X311Y3) since the only action to perform here is C = (c!C) and then we get to oH(X5 llY4 ). But no 
process Xk satisfying T·T1(Xk) = T·T1(X4 ) = T·F"' is accessible from X 5• 
2.5. Note that if X is cyclic the condition 2.2.l takes the form IfoH(X;llYj) is accessible and a;llYj) is 
accessible and a;EH, then 0H(X;+1 llY1) is, for some l accessible from oH(X;llYj) in I steps. 
In other words: the action a; has to be eventually allowed, after a (possibly empty) sequence of 
proper Y-steps. 
2.6. THEOREM Let X, Y be as above. Then X is locally live in a H(Xll Y) if and only if it is uniformly live in 
OH(XllY). 
PROOF: The implication from left to right will follow from lemma 2.9 below by an application of the 
Recursive Specification Principle. For the other direction observe that T"Ti(Xi) = T"T1°oH(Xi11Yj) 
implies that the graphs T1(X;) and T1°oH(X; II Y1) are equivalent w.r.t. (possibly not rooted) T-
bisimulation (see [BK3]). Let now a;k 1$.H .. This means that T1(Xk) is accessible from T1(X;) by a T-step. 
By the bisimilarity there is a node T1°oH(Xm llYn) accessible from T1°oH(Xi II Yj) by T-steps, and such 
that the corresponding subtrees are T-bisimilar. Hence T·T1(Xk) is n-bisimilar to T·T1°oH(Xm11Yn) = 
T ·T1(Xm). The reader can easily check that 2.2. l is thus satisfied. 
2.7. REMARK The uniform liveness in fact implies the condition mentioned in 2.3. Also it means in 
fact that T1°oH(X;llY1) is either T1(X;) or T·T1(X;). For this assume first that some oH(X;llY1) is accessi-
ble from oH(X;llYj) in one /-step. Then, for some Z, T1°oH(X;llYj) = T·T1°oH(X;llY1)+Z = 
T"T1(X;)+Z = T·T1oH(X;llY1)+Z. But the implication x = TX + y ~ x = TX holds for all x,y. 
Indeed, TX = T(TX + y) = T(TX + y) + TX + y = TX + TX + y = TX + y = x. Thus T"T1°oH(X;ll"Yj) 
= T1°o H(X; II Yj ). The equation T1°o H(X; II Yj) = T1(X;) will hold provided X; is accessible from itself in 
at least one /-step. The remaining case is considered in Remark 2.12. 
2.8. REMARK It is easily seen that the local liveness is not a necessary condition for liveness (non-
uniform). The condition 
T 0T1(X) = T "T1°o H(Xil Y) 
does not imply 
T·T1(X;) = T"T1°oH(XilJ Yj) for allX;, Yj 
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since it may happen that 7°J0 a8 (X;ll ~)*T1°a8(X;ll Y;). As a counterexample one can consider 
processes described by the following picture 
Here (ala)=A ,(blb)=B, other communications give~. 
Clearly, T·T1(X 1) = T"T1°a8 (X1 II Y1) = T(TD"' +TE"'), but T·T1°a8 (XillY2) = TD"'*T"T1(X1). 
2.9. LEMMA Let X, Y be as in Theorem 2.6. Then, for all accessible a8 (X;ll ~), there is a guarded equa-
tion 
Eu: Z;j = T;j{Z) 
(where Z denotes the variables Zk,1 for k~M, l~N) satisfied by 
Zk,1 = T"T1°a8 (XkllY1) for k~M, l~N, 
and also by 
zk,/ = T"T1(Xk) for k~M, l~N. 
For the proof of Lemma 2.9 we need the following simple observation: 
2.10. LEMMA If Xm is accessible from Xk in I-steps, then 
T"T1(Xk) = T"T1(Xk) + T"T1(Xm)· 
PROOF: goes by induction on the number of I-steps. Suppose that Xm~Xi<~Xk, and apply the 
induction hypothesis for X; (Using the ACP,.-law: T(x +y)+y = T(x +y) ): 
T"T1(Xk) = T"T1(Xk) + T"T1(X/) = 
= T"T1(Xk) + T( ~au "T1(X1) + ~ T·T1(X1) + T"T1(Xm)) = 
a"eH a;1eH 
l=/=m 
= T"T1(Xk) + T"T1(X;) + T"T1(Xm) = 
= T"T1(Xk) + T·T1(Xm) 
2.11. Proof of Lemma 2.9: 
The proof goes by induction on the equivalence classes of the relation </ ))> defined on the states of 
a8 (Xll Y). For i~M,j~N, let [a8 (X;ll ~)] denote the equivalence class determined by ay(X;ll ~). 
I 
Assume the inductive hypothesis for all a8 (XkllY1)fl[a8 (X;llYj)] such that ay(XkllY1}<-E-ay(X;llYj). 
By the Cluster Fair Abstraction Rule applied to the equations 
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oH(XmllYn)= ~ amk"oH(XkllYn)+ ~ bn1·0H(XmllY1)+ ~ (amklbn1)-oH(XkllY1) 
a.,,eH b.,eH (a ... lb.,)*8, 
we obtain 
T"T1°0H(Xd1Yj) = T( ~ amk "T1°oH(Xk11Yn)+ ~ T"T1°0H(XkllY1) + ~ T"T1°0H(Xm11Y1)), (m,n)eC (m,n)eC (m,n)eC 
a.,.eH (k,/)eC (m,/)eC 
(a ... lb.1)*8 b.,eH 
where C = {(m,n) :o8 (Xmll Yn)E[o8 (X;ll Yj)]}. The equation Eij will have the form 
zij = T( ~ amk ·Zkn + ~ T·RHSk,/ + ~ T·RHSm,1) (m,n)eC (m,n)eC (m,n)eC 
a.,.eH (k,/)eC (m,l)eC 
(a.,.lb.1)µ b.,eH 
where RHSp.q, for (p,q)fiC, denotes the right-hand side of the equation Ep.q, which existence follows 
by the induction hypothesis. 




T"T1(Xi) = RHS 
~I = ~ amk "T1(Xk) 
meS 
a.,.eH 
~2 = ~ T"T1(Xk) keB 
~3 = ~ T "T1(Xm) 
meE 
S = {m.;;;;M: 3n.;;;;N({m,n)EC)} 
B= LJBm 
m<:;,N 
Bm = {k.;;;;M: 3n,/((m,n)EC,(k,/)f£C,(amklbn1)=tf:8)} 
E = {m.;;;;M: 3n,l((m,n)EC,(m,/)fiC,bn,1fiH)} 
Now observe that the set (Xm :mES} forms a cluster (in the sense of 1.12). Indeed, if ml>m2 ES then 
(mJ,ni)EC and (m2,n2)EC, for some n1>n2, and thus oH(Xm, llYn, <·/))>()H(Xm, 11Yn)· Removing the 
proper steps of Y, we obtain Xm,« 1>>Xm,· Thus we see that {Xm:mES} is a subset of the </)>s-
equivalence class of~ and that the I-accessibility within Sis achieved with use of elements of S only. 
Thus, using CF AR, we can conclude that: 
T"T1(Xi) = T(~I +~II) 
where 




D = {kf£S :3mES(amkEH)} 
Note that E c;;,S, and B,D C{k: 3m ES(amk EH)}. 
We have to prove T(~1 + ~2 + ~) = T(~ 1 +~II). This is done by cases. 
Case I :Assume that ~3 *8, i.e. E * 0. Since E CS, we obtain from CF AR, that ~3 = T ·T1(X;) = 
~ T ·T1(Xm). Thus, using the axiom: TX + x = TX, we obtain: 
mES 
mES 
= T(~I + ~ 'T"T1(Xd + ~3) = 7(~3) = 'T"'T"T1(X;) = 'T"'T1(X;) 
mES 
a.,, EH 
Case 2:Now let ~3 = 8, i.e. RHS = T( ~1 + ~2), and let ko EB - D. Then 3m ES(amko EH) but 
k0 Es. Thus, rr1(Xk0 = T ·T1(X;) = ~ T ·T1(Xm> and we have: 
mES 
RHS=T(~1 +~2 )=T(~ 1 +~2 +T·T1(Xk0 ))=T(~ 1 +~2 +T·T1(X;)) 
= T(~1 + ~2 + ~ T·T1(Xm)) = (using the fact that T(x +y) + x = T(x +y)) = 
meS 
= T( ~ [T( ~ amk ·T1(Xk) + ~ T·T1(Xk)) + ~ amk "T1(Xk) + ~ 'T"T1(Xk)]) = 
= T( ~ T( ~ amk "T1(Xd + ~ 'T"T1(Xk))) = 'T" ~ 'T"T1(Xm) = 'T"'T"T1(X;) = 'T"T1(X;) 
mES a""'"'H a ... eH meS 
Case 3: Finally assume that ~3 = 8 and B CD . We prove 
~II= ~2 
which will immediately imply the hypothesis. For this let ko ED, i.e. ko f£S and 3m ES(amko EH). 
There is an n such that on(Xm11Yn)E[onX;llY;)]. By the uniform liveness, there are on(XpllYq)E 
[on(XillY1)] and on(XkllY1)f£[on(X;lllj)], such that (apklbq1)# and Xk 0 <~Xk. This means that 
kEB, and we have ~2 = ~2 + T·T1(Xk)· Using lemma 2.10 we get ~2 = ~2 + T·T1(Xk) 
+ T"T1(Xk0 = ~2 + T"T1(Xko· Repeating this procedure for all koED -B, we get ~2 =~II 
which completes the proof. 
2.12. REMARK. We can now complete Remark 2.7. For this observe that if no proper action of Y is 
allowed in on(X;llY1) then we can prove without using CFAR, that T1°on(X;lllj) = T1(X;) by compar-
ing the expressions: 
T1(X;) = ~ a;k ·T1(Xk) + ~ T"T1(Xk) 
and 
T1°on(X;lllj)= ~ a;k·T1°on(Xklll))+ ~ T"T1°on(XkllY1)= 
a;,<lH (a;.jb11 )*6 
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= :L a;k'T1(Xd + :L 'T ·71(Xk) 
O;kf1.H (a;.lbji)# 
by a method similar to that used in Case 3 of the previous proof. 
§3. DINING PHILOSOPHERS 
3.1. We describe the dining philosophers protocol (as in [B-A] ) by means of process algebra. The 
philsophers P;, for i = 0, ... , 4 are processes defined by recursion equations of the form (indices are 
taken modulo 5): · 
P; = T; ·w f; /;+1 ·E; ·blbl+1 ·s ·P; 
Here T; denotes "thinking", E; denotes "eating", and the remaining, auxiliary actions have the follow-
ing meanings: 
/i. - take the j - th fork, 
bj - put the j - th fork back on the table, 
w - wait until the semaphore is greater than zero, allowing the process to enter its critical section, 
s - signal that the critical section is over. 
(We assume that the philosophers and the forks are numbered clockwise, with the i1h fork placed to 
the right of the i 1h philosopher.) · 
The semaphores can take values values in {O, ... ,4} and is described by a system of equations of 
the form: 
s S4 
S4 d·s 3 
S; d·s;-i +a·s;+ 1 for i = 1,2,3 
So a ·s 1 
(The equation s = s 4 may be considered to be informal.) Here, the action d denotes decreasing the 
semaphore by l, while a is to add 1 to the semaphore. Both of them are "potential" actions and may 
be performed only together with their counterparts from the P;'s, resulting in "actual" actions: 
D = (wld) and A = (sla). 
The forks F;, for i = 0, ... , 4 are defined by equations: 
F; = (tl ·ri + ti- 1 ·rl- 1)-F; 
where the tJ and rJ are potential actions, resulting in actual actions Tj =<filth Rj = (bJlrf) for the 
fork being taken or returned. 
The symbol H will denote the set of all communication actions, and I will stand for the set of all 
actions except To and E o· Thus, 'T1°o H(P o II · · · llP 4 lls llF 0 II · · · llF 4) describes the essential behaviour 
of the philosopher P 0 within the merge. Our goal is to show that 
'T1°oH(Poll · · · llF4) = 'T"'T1(Po) = 'T·(To ·Eo)"' 
i.e. that the protocol is correct with respect to P 0 • By symmetry the same holds for other philoso-
phers. 
3.2. We will use the following notation: 
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H' = {t?, r?, t8, r8, d, a} 
H"=H-H' 
Thus, H' denotes the set of the communication actions which can communicate with P0 , H" the set 
of those which cannot. 
X=P 0 
Y' = P1 II··· llP4llsllFoll · · · llF4 
Y = oH"(Y') 
Thus, Poll··· llF4 = XllY', and by conditional axioms CAI, CA5 (see [BBKI]) we get 
Cln(Xll Y') = aH' 0 0H"(Xll Y') = aH' 0 0H"(XlloH"(Y')) = on(Xll Y) 
We are going to apply the results of Section 2 to prove: 
T1ooy(XllY) = T"T1(X) 
(Note that the sets I and H above are slightly different then those considered in Section 1, namely 
they contain some "superfluous" atoms, which do not occur at all in X and XII Y, like e.g. tl. This 
however does not change the meaning of T1 and on.) 
3.3. For this we have to show that X and. Y satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 2.6. First we observe 
that the equations defining P;'s and F;'s can be easily transformed into systems of linear equations. It 
is also easy to obtain a system of linear equations for Y' and Y, and also for oy(Xll Y). Clearly, 
states of a y(Xll Y) are encapsulations of merges of states of P 0 and states of Y. The latter are encap-
sulations of merges of states of the other processes. Thus, for each state Q of oy(Xll Y) we can define 
Q(Pi) (Q(F;), Q(s)) to be the "local" state of Pi (resp. Fi>s) occurring in the "global" state Q in the 
merge. (Note that the local states determine the global one.} 
Since P;'s are cy~lic, we can identify for simplicity the states of Pi with their first actions. Thus, 
e.g. Q(P0) = w stands for Q(P0) = w ·fo fi. ·E0 ·b8 ·s ·P0 • For each state Q of XII Y we define 
. {o if Q(Pi}E{P;,w} 
aQ(l) = 1 otherwise 
That is, aQ(i) = 1 if Pi is in its critical section. Further, let f3Q denote the number such that 
Q(s) = S;. 
3.4. LEMMA. A state Q is accessible in oy(Xll Y) if! the following conditions hold: 
4 
3.4.1.) O:s;;;,f3Q = 4 - ~ aQ(i):s;;;,4 
i=O 
3.4.3.) Q(F;+1) = d+1 ·F;+1 iff Q(P;)E{E;,b:,bl+1} 
PROOF: The proof for the direction from left to right goes by induction on the accessibility relation 
(upside-down). First we prove 3.4.1. For this we see that in the initial state Q = oy(XllY) we have 
J1Q = 4 and aQ(i) = 0 for all i, since Q(P;) = F;. Now assume that Q satisfies the induction 
hypothesis and that Q' is accessible from Q in one step. Clearly, the only actions that may change f3Q 
or aQ(i) are the D and A actions, and it is easy to verify that if D is executed, the value of J1Q 
decreases by 1, while some aQ(i) increases by I. Similarly for A. Moreover, if f3Q = 0, then the action 
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D is impossible and thus f3Q' ;;;.o. Similarly, if f3Q = 4 then f3Q' ..;;;4. 
Now we prove 3.4.2. Clearly, for Q = an(Xll Y), the hypothesis is obvious. Now let Q satisfy the 
condition and Q' be accessible form Q in one step (i.e. the appropriate equation has the form 
Q = · · · + cQ' + · · · ). If c is an action not involving Fi and Pi, then Q' still satisfies 3.4.2. If c is 
F;+ 1 or Ei, both sides of of the condition remain true, if cE{Bl+1>A,Ti,D}, both remain false. Exe-
cuting F; or BI changes the truth values of both. The proof of 3.4.3 is similar. 
We tum to the other implication. For this assume that Q satisfies the invariants 3.4.l - 3.4.3. Let 
4 
n(Q) = ~ (pi(Q) + f;(Q)) + 4 - f3Q where, for i = 0, ... , 4, 
i=O 
j,(Q) ~ {~ 
p;(Q)~ r 
for Q(Fi)=Fi 
. I . for Q(Fi)E{Ji- ·F;, rl ·F;} 
for Q(P;)=Pi 
for Q (P;) being the /h symbol in the 
sequence w, fi, fi +I• E;, bL bi+ 1, s 
Clearly, n(Q) = 0 iff Q = an(XllY). We claim that if n(Q)>O then Q is accessible from some Q' 
with n(Q')<n(Q), which gives an inductive proof of the accessibility of Q. 
Suppose that for some i, pi(Q)E{l,5}. Then Q is accessible from the state Q' defined by replacing 
in Q the local state w (resp. bi) by P; (resp. E;). Now n(Q') = n(Q)-1. Now suppose that there is an 
i with p;(Q)E{3,4}. To obtain Q', we replace Q(P;) = fi+ 1 (resp. E;) by fi (resp. fi+ 1) and Q(F;) = rl (see 3.4.2) by Fi (resp. Q(F;+ 1) = rl+ 1 is replaced by Q'(F;+i) = F;+i). Clearly, 
n(Q') = n(Q)-2. 
If p;(Q) = 6 for some i, and Q(F;) = F; then Q is accessible from Q" where Pi(Q) = 5, and f;(Q) = I. 
Thus, n(Q") = n(Q) and Q" satisfies the first case. If Pi(Q) = 6, but Q(F;) = rl- 1 ·F;then 
p;- 1(Q)E{3,4,5}, thus satisfying one among the previous cases. Similarly, for p;(Q) = 7, for some i. 
The next case is whenp;(Q) = 2, for some i. Then aQ(i) =I, whence f3Q<4. We choose Q' to satisfy 
Q'(P0 = w and Q'(s) = s pQ + 1• Then n (Q') = n (Q)- 2. 
The last case to be considered is when Pi(Q) = 0 for all i. But then, by the invariants, we see that 
Q(F;) = F; for all forks, and also aQ(i) = 0, for all i, whence f3Q = 4. Thus, n(Q) = 0. 
3.5. LEMMA. X is locally live in Cln(Xll Y). 
PROOF: We will prove that for every accessible state Q, and every i = 0, ... ,4, if Q(P;)EH then Q(P;) 
is allowed after some sequence of steps not involving the Ei and T; actions. The hypothesis will follow 
from 2.5. We inspect the possible cases of Q(P;). 
Case l.Q (P;) = bi or bi+ 1• Then Q(F;) = rl (or resp. Q(F; + 1) = rl + 1 ), by 3.4.1-2, and the communi-
cation may be performed immediately. 
Case 2.Q(P;) = s. Then aQ(i) =I and f3Q-s;;;,.3, whence A may be performed. 
Case 3.Q(P;) = fi. If this action is impossible then if must be the case that (see 3.4.3) 
Q(Fi) =rl- 1 ·F;. Thus, Q(P;-i)E{E;-i.bl=Lbl- 1}. By Case I, these actions may be executed, 
and we get a Q' accessible from Q in T-steps such that Q'(P 4) = s, and Q'(F 0) = F 0 • Then (since 
still Q'(P;) = /;), the action F; may be executed. 
Case 4.Q (P;) = fi + 1• Let k be the greatest number number such that for all j = 0, ... , k it holds that 
Q(Pi+j) = fitj+i· Clear7, k..;;;3, otherwise all the processes would visit their critical sections 
simultaneously. If F;tk+i is not allowed in Q then Q(F;+k+d = rltztl. whence 
Q(P;+k+i)E{fitZt!,E;+k+I>bltZtl }. The first possibility is excluded, the other two allow 
sequences of T-steps ending with some Q' satisfying Q'(P;+k+i) = bltzt!. and 
Q'(Fi+k+I =F;+k+I· Finally F;t~+I may be executed and we can decrease k by I. Repeating 
this argument k times we obtain the possibility of executing F; + 1 • 
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Case 5.Q(Pi) = w. If f3Q>O then D may be performed immediately. Otherwise, the other processes 
visit their critical sections, and, by cases 1-4 each of them is eventually allowed to execute A, 
which is increasing fJQ, thus allowing D. 
REMARK: We should note that, in all the cases in which we used the induction hypothesis, the 
obtained sequence of steps cannot involve Ei or T;, since in all these cases the initial value of Q(Pi) 
remains unchanged for all states along the sequence. 
3.6. COROLLARY. 
r1°0 H(P o II · · · llP 4 llF o II · · · llF 4 lls) = r ·r1(P.o) = r(Ti · Ei )"' 
PROOF: immediate from 3.5. 
§4. REMARKS ON FAIRNESS 
In Sections 2 and 3 we discussed a method of proving a liveness property of parallel computations. 
The liveness condition we considered, r1°oH(Xll Y) = (r)r1(X) guarantees that the behaviour of the 
process X in the merge XII Y remains unchanged modulo I-steps. This property is however unsatisfac-
tory from some point of view. To see this, consider the following example. 
4.1. Suppose that the pilosophers are not obliged to take the right fork first, but that they can non-
deterministically choose to take the left one first or the right one first. In addition, a pilosopher can 
always put the first fork he has taken back on the table (e.g. if he cannot get the second one). Assum-
ing that there is no semaphore, one can describe the new philosopher as follows: 
Pi=T;·P 1i 
P I - p P" + p P"1 i - Ji. i Ji+I. i 
P" _ bi .pi + /i .piv i - i i Ji+I i 
P 111 _ bi pi + /i .piv i - i+l. i Ji i 
Plv = E;"(blllbl+d·P; 
The behaviour of forks remains unchanged. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let P; be defined as in 4.1. Then each philosopher P; is uniformly live in the encapsu-
lated merge aH(Poll · · · llPs llFoll · · · llFs). 
PROOF: (outlined) First we observe that the invariants 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of lemma 3.4 take now the fol-
lowing form: 
(*) Q(F;) = rl ·F; iff Q(P;)E{P";,Plv,(bi11bl+1 )P;,bj ·P;} 
(**) Q(F;+1) = rl+1 ·F;+1 iff Q(P;)E{P"1;,Pjv,(bjllbl+1 )Pi,bl+1 ·P;} 
Now the proof of liveness is even easier than that of Lemma 3.5. The case of T;,E; and b) follow 
again by the invariants. Suppose then that Q(P;) = P 1;. If P; cannot perform e.g. f;, then 
Q(Fi) = r:- 1 ·F;. By(*) we see that P;_ 1 can either execute E; and then bj- 1 or can do bl- 1 immedi-
ately. The same holds for /;+ 1. For Q(P;)E{P";,P1";} the situation is similar. 
Finally, by Theorem 2.6, we conclude that P;'s are all uniformly live. 
4.3. We see that the new, simpler, protocol behaves equally well when we abstract from actions in J. 
However, there is something wrong with it, namely, there is a possibility of a behaviour consisting 
only of communication steps - taking forks, and putting them back. Even if we extend the protocol by 
a semaphore (inserting actions w and s before P'; and P;) and assume a priority of fj over b)±i in 
P"; and P"'; (for the description of priority mechanism see [BBK.2]) then the behaviour of the merge 
will still be unsatisfactory. Consider for instance a state Q 1 satisfying the following conditions: 
Q(Po) = Pfj, Q(P1) = P"'1> Q(P2) = P2, Q(P3) = P~, Q(P4) = P4 
The state Q 1 may be described by the following picture: 
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(Here, squares are philosophers, bars denote forks, and the arrows show which forks are taken and by 
whom.) After executing the sequence of actions: 
B!EoB8BYE3B§B~T2F~F~T4firoFI 
we get to a state Q2 described by the picture: 
Clearly, another sequence of actions will bring the system back to Q1> and thus we obtain an infinite 
periodic behaviour in which P 0 performs only communicating actions. (We did not talk about sema-
phore in this example, but this would be still at most 3, also the priority regulation is followed.) 
4.4. It is the back of what could be called fairness, what makes the protocol able to enter such a 
behaviour. However this is not visible from the Trabstraction of the encapsulated merge. The liveness 
result is mainly due to the Cluster Fair Abstraction Rule, which removes from the merge all the 
sequences of actions providing no proper behaviour of a given component. This is necessary to avoid 
a behaviour in which a philosopher does not eat because he does not perform any action, even if he is 
allowed to do so. However, the rule does not distinguish between the latter situation, and that 
described in 4.3, and abstracts from both. This brings conclusion that our liveness property is not a 
sufficient basis to claim the correctness of a protocol. 
4.5. We would like to formulate a condition that would imply a stronger assertion about protocols, 
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namely fairness, understood so that all infinite behaviours of the merge contain infinitely many proper 
actions of a given component. Turn back to the formalism of Section 2, and take I'= a(Y). For 
i~M,j~N let f.ij = da(X) 0 Tr 0 dH(X;ll Yj). We will say that the encapsulated merge dH(X1 II Y1) is fair 
w.r.t. X iff, for all i~M,j~N, such that oH(X;llYj) is accessible, there exists a closed term tij of 
ACP"' such that 
f.ij = tij ·8 
can be proved without CF AR. 
4.6. LEMMA. Assume the notations from 4.5. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
i) dH(X1 llYi) is fair w.r.t X; 
ii) for every accessible Tr 0 3H(X;ll Yj), £;j = 'Tl'M·N+i(£ij)·8, where 'Tl'n denotes the n 1h projection func-
tion (see [BK4]); 
iii) For every infinite path II in Tr 0 o H(X 111Y1 ), there is an infinite number of proper actions of X 
occurring along II; 
iv) For every path II in aH(X1 II Y 1) with an infinite number of actions of X along II, there is an 
infinite number of proper actions of X along II. 
PROOF: (ii)=?(i) is obvious. For (i)=?(iii), suppose that there is a path II in T1, 0 3H(Xll Y) such that only 
a finite number of proper actions of X occurs along II. Let T1, 0 a H(X; II Yj) be a state on II after the 
last proper action of X. Since there is no more such actions on the part of II accessible from 
oH(Xi II Yj), the a(X)-encapsulated process £;j = oa(X) 0 T1, 0 3H(X; II Yj) will still contain an infinite path, 
which is impossible for £;j = tij ·8. 
To prove (iii)=?(ii) suppose that, for some i,j with T1, 0 aH(X;llYj) being accessible, there is a path II in 
T1, 0 3H(X; II Yj) such that no proper action of X occurs among the first N·M + I steps of II. Since there 
is at most N·M states of T1,0 oH(X;ll Yj), one of them has to be repeated, and thus there is a path II' in 
T1, 0 0H(X; II Yj) such that no proper X-action occurs in II'. Composing II' with the first NM+ 1 steps of 
II we get a contradiction. Thus, an X-action has to occur among the first NM+ I steps of every path 
in Tr 0 3H(X;ll Yj). After the encapsulation, all paths in £;j are of lengths at most MN+ 1, and all end 
with 8. Thus, f.ij = 'Tl'MN + 1 (£;), and also £;j = f.ij ·8, which proves (ii). 
Now, for (iii)tj(iv) we observe that a path in oH(X1 II Y 1) with an infinite number of occurrences of 
X-action remains infinite in Tr 0 oH(XillY1). On the other hand, if there were only a finite number of 
actions of X along II, the path II would be replaced in Tr 0 o H(X ill Yi) by a finite sub tree, because of 
CFAR. Hence, infinite paths in T1, 0 0H(Xill Yi) correspond to paths in 3H(X1 II Y 1) with X-actions 
occurring infinitely many times. 
4.7. The above lemma explains our fairness condition. Behaviours using no proper actions of X due 
to the outside world are abstracted by TJ', while those due to inefficient activity of X are visible in 
€;/s. Clearly, the protocol described in 4.1 does not satisfy this condition, because of the example in 
4.3. The protocol discussed in Section 3 is better. 
4.8. LEMMA. Let X, Y be as in Section 3. Then oH(Xll Y) is fair w.r.t X 
PROOF: It is not difficult to see that Tr 0 3H(X;llYj) + Tr 0 oH(X;) = Tr 0 dH(X;) for all accessible 
oH(XillYj) since both the components are sums, all the summands of the first occurring in the second 
one. Further, for regular processes it holds that x + y = z8 implies x = v8, for some v. (To see this, 
consider a bisimulation R between x + y and z8. The image of the nodes of x defined by R is a sub-
tree of z8, representing the regular process v8). Thus, it is enough to prove for all i that 
da(x) 0 Tr 0 dw(X;) = t;8, for some closed t;, which is obvious. 
4.9 REMARK: If we allow philosophers to take an arbitrary fork first (but not to put it back before 
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eating), and we use a semaphore, we get a non-linear protocol satisfying also the fairness condition. 
The proof is exactly the same as that of lemma 4.8. 
4.10. It should be a matter of further research to develop a method of proving the fairness condition 
in a more purely algebraic way, or to reformulate it in a more convenient form - it is unsatisfactory 
that our condition is formulated using the notion of a closed term and existential quantification, or 
the size of the processes under consideration. 
4.11. However, even if we are concerned with the liveness condition only, the situation is not hope-
less. From some point of view, protocols satisfying this condition are fair. Assume that the choices 
between actions in the merge are made by a schedular, according to some probability distributions 
defined for all accessible oH(Xi II Yj) and assigning non-zero probabilities to all the possible actions. 
We will say that on(Xll Y) is probabilistically fair w.r.t. X iff the probability of obtaining a path in 
oH(Xll Y) involving only a finite number of proper actions of X is zero. A similar observation to the 
following one may be also found in [P]. 
4.12. PROPOSITION. If X is uniformly live in on(XllY) then oH(XllY) is probabilistically fair w.r.t. X, 
provided a(X;)- H=/=0,for all ;.,,;;;;_M, 
PROOF: Let oH{X;ll Yj) be accessible. There exists n; such that a state X;' allowing an action proper for 
X is accessible from X; in n; steps. Clearly, because of the finiteness of the processes, there exists a 
common upperbound n for all these n;'s. It is not difficult to see then that there is a non-zero proba-
bility of performing in n steps at least one action proper for X, from any given accessible state. Thus, 
the probability of not performing such an action at all is a limit of a decreasing geometrical progress 
and thus has to be equal to 0. The probability of a finite number of proper actions of X is also 0, as 
an enumerable sum of O's. 
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